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"Paul" modestly acknowledges, in his last letter, the
personal attentions which he received, while in Paris,
from Lords Cathcart, Aberdeen, and Castlereagh; and
hints that, through their intervention, he had witnessed
several of the splendid fetes given by the Duke of Wel-
lington, where he saw half the crowned heads of Europe
grouped among the gallant soldiers who had cut a way
for them to the guilty capital of France. Scott's recep-
tion, however, had been distinguished to a degree of
which Paul's language gives no notion. The Noble
Lords above named welcomed him with cordial satisfac-
tion; and the Duke of Wellington, to whom he was first
presented by Sir John Malcolm, treated him then, and
ever afterwards, with a kindness and confidence, which,
I have often heard him say, he considered as "the high-
est distinction of his life." He used to tell, with great
effect, the circumstances of his introduction to the Em-
peror Alexander, at a dinner given by the Earl of Cath-
cart. Scott appeared, on that occasion, in the blue and
red dress of the Selkirkshire Lieutenancy; and the
Czar's first question, glancing at his lameness, was, "In
what affair were you wounded?" Scott signified that he
suffered from a natural infirmity; upon which the Em-
peror said, "I thought Lord Cathcart mentioned that
you had served." Scott observed that the Earl looked
a little embarrassed at this, and promptly answered, "Oh
yes; in a certain sense I have served — that is, in the
yeomanry cavalry; a home force resembling the Land*
wehr, or Landsturm." — "Under what commander? " —
"Sous M. le Chevalier Eae." — "Were you ever en-
gaged?"— "In some slight actions — such as the battle
of the Cross Causeway and the affair of Moredun-MilL"
— "This," says Mr. Pringle of Whytbank, "was, as he
saw in Lord Cathcart's face, quite sufficient, so he man-
aged to turn the conversation to some other subject."
It was at the same dinner that he first met Platoff,1 who
1 Scott acknowledges, in a note to St. Ronarfs Well (chap, acv,), that he

